refuge contends tractor
damp tracks bated
couch cover forest
path song play

51.537152, -3.1865030
36.008934, -114.96172

145.55447, -42.079358

longbow twang swimmer
hi-vis corro spray

smug tuck focus
morning tracks cymru

grape legend glue
green pink grey

51.544806, -3.1855490

51.546909, -3.1853750

145.55919, -42.079816

alpha rinses swords
grey pink green

bassist sideboard cigars
hollow promise prospect

devices indoors unbalanced
devices outdoors unbalanced

quality solicitor centurion
elevated elated exhilarated
baked fuel strike
calm song hydref

145.55938, -42.079708

145.55985, -42.079493
116.62329, 2.7893080

145.55992, -42.079439
145.79842, -38.704223

51.547636, -3.1856790

145.56101, -42.078388
-66.088853, 76.851512

sprinters projections upstage
gravel moss smoke

chew focal abode
direction choice crunch

gossip search period
neat trimmed empty

51.551544, -3.1848990
-154.72142, 61.514594

51.551625, -3.1849420
59.729142, 57.507775

145.56025, -42.078334
-85.747865, 35.444143

dabbled beginner beeline
copper hills lost

dabbled beginner beeline
red rust letters

paradox bagful overdone
flourishing thrust soothe
rocks onions refers
bounty berries onwards

shiny logic loft
air breathe breath

145.56010, -42.078415
-1.0578310, 52.667381

51.551544, -3.1849420

145.56010, -42.078415

145.55956, -42.078765

51.558013, -3.1897110
-122.57532, 44.939238

feeding sleep hailed
onwards upwards breath

coffeemaker lectures convoy
marker flare beacon

repainted observations barbers
observations painted top

weary sparklers hindered
reading islands geology
symmetries decompose issuer
good legal curvy
look out high

bump wisely slower
mist bore cymalog

51.559441, -3.1902750

145.55883, -42.078280
-49.909117, -6.0249970

migraines staked nickel
gravel football field

145.55890, -42.078226

145.55909, -42.078253

145.55923, -42.078280
64.256051, -21.130806

51.563565, -3.1933970

hike driven hops
quarry distance edges

51.559845, -3.1928760

folktales zigs irrational
summit hanging must

spices scores submit
reading resting absorb
teddies rushes homeward

turned likely pure
môr awyr brightness
spacing sunspot indirectly

51.559899, -3.1928330
-165.08693, 62.529040
64.963056, -22.971111

51.559953, -3.1927900

145.55905, -42.078226
132.20502, 34.167650

64.924669, -23.260406

145.55865, -42.078010

luck adamant competency
luck oilskin plus-fours
peppers divines wizards

145.55865, -42.078037
65.630485, -16.848345

vocalists retrieving bathrobes
defend sing yearn

spoil pretty logic
summit caerdydd reservoir

caked mugs donor
damp coch calm

51.560088, -3.1882370

51.560277, -3.1887570

145.55869, -42.078037
127.84757, -27.698968

folktales zigs irrational
descent dusk birds

towel replacement framework
down splash anticipation

lower mentors organisms
lower organisms call

athlete animals topper
dinner forest table

rated paid pools
down rhedeg cartref

145.55865, -42.078010

51.560303, -3.1889310

mayhem tugged hooking
end journey goodnight

bring views long
fall autumn down

145.55887, -42.078361
153.07787, -28.277504

145.55887, -42.078172
-2.5667320, 57.636063

145.55912, -42.078684
51.555183, 0.620946

51.556611, -3.1886270

stuff treat horns
reflections wild ways

145.55890, -42.078415

51.552488, -3.1867630

